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1. What to do while someone is overdosing.
2. How to use narcam.
3. We learned how we feel when we are talking to someone that’s not listening to you.
4. Talk to strangers.
5. No struggle should stop you.
6. Do’s and don’ts of job search.
7. Parking lot presence during interview.
8. Research a company and walk in to speak with management.
9. Helping to clean-up city without being paid. We our responsible for our city.
10. Good attitude. Where do YOU want to work?
11. More about human trafficking.
12. How to be able to deal with big crowds.
13. How to set my silver ware.
14. How to set the table.
15. How many kids, can give back through programs in school.
16. Pay attention.
17. WFL support—prison ministry for all with families.
18. The NM stats of human trafficking.
19. To be aware of my surroundings.
20. To be grateful.
21. Tell the people you love you appreciate them.
22. Family traditions stick.
23. Buying gifts does not have to be valuable, the thought is what counts.
24. Gather gifts from yard sales all through the year. Wash, clean them and put them away.
25. Non-traditional gifts are more personalized than a gift bought in a store.
26. Be on time.
27. Let people know who you are.
28. Employment opportunity.
29. You have to deal with concerns.
30. Communicate.
31. What you might expect when coming home.
32. I learned not to be angry and not to hold resentment, forgive.
33. You can be whoever you want to be.
34. I learned to use more of my natural talents.
35. Be socialable.
36. Stress—establish routines, helps with stress, praise for doing better and doing right. Stress affects all
ages. Children don’t understand stress and how to get rid of it.
37. What I need to consider when getting a tattoo or approach my kids on advice.
38. How to tie a shoe that doesn’t come undone.
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1. What did you learn today that you can apply in your daily life?
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39. How tatts can be safely done or removed.
40. Learn habits, doing something at the same time every day.
41. Value statements—being vs doing, one is earned and one is unconditional.
42. Learning about basic rights, if I ever get pulled over.
43. Everyone has rights and should be exercised, even when innocent.
44. Miranda rights are important.
45. Ask for a lawyer, know your rights.
46. Basic rights and how to abide by them in a respectful manner.
47. Table settings.
48. Lawyer up!
49. Refer to police as sir or by name.
50. Tell your loved ones how much you love them often.
51. Use my websites, not for people who are untrustworthy.
52. Public defender—provide as much information as possible.
53. Communication skills.
54. That I need to take more responsibility for my emotions and not to blame others for how I feel.
55. Try to open up and express my feelings and not push them in.
56. Don’t let my past get me down.
57. How to work with a public defender.
58. Appreciate each and every day as well as your family.
59. Ineffectiveness of drug cheaters (masks).
60. Talking more often and meeting new people.
61. I learned that drug testing can tell the history even to 1 year and longer.
62. Child guard is a new test that I can tell others about.
63. Learned more about drug tests and drug information in Albuquerque.
64. Get my mind right.
65. Set credit card limits for warning.
66. Packing emergency bags.
67. Always keep an emergency bag.
68. Be more aware of youth in the community.
69. Table manners.
70. You can get a Ph.D. even if you only have a GED.
71. Anything is possible, if I can read it, I can do it.
72. That no matter what you do, you can always come back smarter to the beginning.
73. If I can read it, I can do it.
74. I can follow my dreams.
75. You can change if you want.
76. I learned that you can do anything, you just have to put in the effort.
77. It’s never too late to change or achieve your dreams.
78. How to treat people.
79. Stop looking back, forgiveness is a gift you give yourself.
80. If I can read it, I can do it. Live as if I have accomplished it.
81. Be the master of your soul.
82. List abilities you have on your resume.
83. Diana Duran—Own your choices.
84. That you can do anything you put your mind to.
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85. How to shop at a second-hand store.
86. That I can get an education.
87. That you can do it.
88. Fellowship and meeting new people.
89. Importance of attendance first two weeks.
90. How to properly shake a hand.
91. Set a timer, don’t get angry.
92. Saving money, living on less.
93. Do not argue with kids, learn smarter ways.
94. Parenting, don’t argue with your kids.
95. Allowances can be a major incentive to your children. Also allows child to learn responsibilities.
96. Be nice when meeting someone new.
97. Chores.
98. How to shake a hand properly, and parenting.
99. Needs and wants.
100. How to make myself feel better.
101. I learned about bonds but I would hope I will not use that in my daily life.
102. To laugh.
103. Laugh every single day.
104. Look into my daughter’s eyes and start to laugh.
105. Breathing.
106. Many stimulations make a healthy body.
107. How laughing is healthy.
108. How to be social and open!
109. Metro court judges don’t have to be lawyers.
110. How to start conversations.
111. Conversation starters.
112. Dinner etiquette.
113. Manners.
114. Manners at special occasion meals.
115. The assets help on different aspects.
116. Great table guests, (new) good contacts.
117. How to better prepare for the job market.
118. There really are jobs out there, even though I’ve not gotten results.
119. How to act at a job interview.
120. Keep applying until you find something that works.
121. Learned about qualifications for jobs.
122. Register with Work Opportunity.
123. Learned about the Work Opportunity Tax Credit.
124. Learning how to communicate with others and to always be open to trying new things.
125. Brain development is very important. People have to do brain exercises.
126. When borrowing someone else’s book, return it when said, and take care of the cover.
127. Learned you pass to the left when you are seated at a table with others.
128. Read more.
129. Self-esteem is important when you want to help and to do good for someone.
130. Responsibility.
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131. Responsibility at the table to be mindful of etiquette and service.
132. Responsibility and self-esteem.
133. Responsibility—be responsible for your life and your actions.
134. The differing assets apply if you apply them.
135. Positive view of personal future.
136. Good people and God are strength.
137. Be kind and respectful.
138. Manners about books.
139. Helping others.
140. Reading is important.
141. I do read to my kids but now want to read a lot more.
142. Dinner discussion.
143. Responsibility was strengthened today. I feel like I have a responsibility, an obligation, to help
people.
144. Personal power.
145. Positive view of personal future.
146. Honesty.
147. Honesty, no matter how much it hurts to hear the truth.
148. Self-esteem.
149. Personal power.
150. Responsibility and positive view of your own future.
151. Truth, honesty and open communication.
152. Honesty and personal power.
153. The different bail bonds.
154. Table settings.
155. There is a major difference between a service dog and a therapy dog.
156. Learn how to do research when making life choices.
157. Inform others of the differing types of bail bonds.
158. Staying on a good path.
159. Getting one’s life back is possible.
160. Take part of worth-while programs.
161. By observing and learning behavior and personalities of others, you can find a solution.
162.
Meaning of tattoos.
163. I learned how to have conversations with new people.
164. I learned about tattoos and how they affect our everyday life.
165. Respect for others style and decisions in art of tattooing.
166. Educate loved ones about the tattoo process.
167. Cooperation from everyone.
168. Suggestions to pass on to unemployed family member who seems afraid to try.
169. Culture—achievement—knowledge.
170. Understanding the meaning of being reliable.
171. How many hours you should spend finding a job.
172. What reliability is and how important it is.
173. Always be sure you have the proper clothing for the job.
174. Job skills.
175. Apply for a job online.

176.
177.
178.

Friends on social media can affect your job.
“How is my company going to benefit if we hire you?”
Perseverance.

The open, welcoming meeting for everyone to enjoy.
Narcam training.
Talking to someone new.
The dinner.
The trash picking.
To reach out to friends.
Picking trash with everyone.
Meeting the different people at the dinner table.
I enjoyed the mutual interactions.
The people.
The food and support.
Meeting different people.
Walking to the wall.
Speaking with the youth.
The guest speaker.
Interacting with attendants and learning why they are here.
Meeting those at my table.
Learning and being aware about human trafficking.
Meeting new people and having specific topics to break the ice.
Good laughs.
Meeting new people and the food.
Talking at the table during dinner.
Different stories around the dinner table.
The food.
Sharing stories.
Food and conversation.
All information on the homecoming.
Listening to others.
I enjoyed the discussion and the advice that these ladies offered.
People learning about their lives.
When parents argue kids worry, they internalize their feelings and worry more.
What I need to consider when getting a tattoo or approach my kids on advice.
Tattoo information.
The inspiring speaker Diana.
Public speaking.
Being vs doing; one is earned and one is unconditional.
Gaining new knowledge and hearing the stories about the wrongfully accused.
Educational.
Different cases.
The “Blue Lights in Your Mirror” speaker Tim.
The story by the attorney as well as the story of easy Eddy.
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41.
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2. What did you enjoy the most at the meeting?
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Guest speakers of all kinds.
Attorney Cornish talk.
Dinner was delicious.
The group discussion.
My questions were answered.
Very personal.
The speaker Maxine.
It is interactive, not just sitting and listening.
I loved the activities with the 3 difficult feelings and how they drag us down.
Sitting and talking with others at the dinner table.
Very honest, detailed, not long.
Discussion at table.
The information provided.
Learned different methods of drug testing.
What I enjoyed the most at the meeting was meeting new people today.
Useful information during presentation.
The preparation of food and dinner.
Having dinner and conversation with the students from the United World College.
Food.
A lot of details.
Copy all credit cards front and back. Call all companies and shut down all cards.
Public speaking.
All the data from the D.A.
Presentation was informative.
Getting clothing for the kids.
The stories.
The speaker’s stories.
Networking.
Hearing the guest speakers.
Insightful point of view.
The talk about being in jail or prison, how you can always change.
Hearing Dr. Azul speak.
The speakers.
The speakers talking about their dreams.
Hearing others stories.
Conversation.
Fellowship.
Testimony.
The varieties of attendees.
The food and just being here.
The delicious food.
Talk.
Ann is fun.
Meeting and associating with great people.
Meeting new people.
The info given helps our parents understand why our parenting tips are given out.
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88. The parenting tips were helpful.
89. Denise was incredible.
90. Yes, enjoyed it all.
91. Meeting people.
92. Laughing.
93. All the laughter.
94. That I laughed a lot.
95. The topics and people.
96. The judge (Judge John Romero) who sat at our table.
97. Meeting new people.
98. The people.
99. Conversation.
100.
The lessons.
101.
Meeting juvenile girls, I’m from NMWRA. (We are able to share/compare stories.)
102.
Communication.
103.
Meeting other people and having a meal together.
104.
Interview tips will help teach others.
105.
Hearing Ramon’s positive approach.
106.
Excellent, well-informed and competent speaker.
107.
The Goodwill speaker.
108.
Talking and meeting with new people.
109.
Talking with others.
110.
Table discussion.
111.
I liked Tyler, a manager, he was funny.
112.
The information Karen shared abut Work Force Solutions/Connections.
113.
The presentation.
114.
Read more.
115.
The jello dessert.
116.
Learning new stuff.
117.
Singing happy birthday to Dr. Seuss.
118.
Talking with close friends.
119.
The presentation of child development.
120.
The dessert and meeting/seeing Dr. Seuss.
121.
Meeting new people.
122.
Helping others.
123.
The speakers and making the hats.
124.
Making hats with my children.
125.
Talking about reading, seeing the children.
126.
Cat in the Hat visit.
127.
Listening.
128.
Learning to be calm.
129.
I love the Monday night meetings, love the people, the atmosphere, the vibes, and I really enjoy

Learned different things about bails
The mixers.
The therapy dog, Wendy.
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132.
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it.

133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.

The company, and the atmosphere.
The topic discussion was very informational.
Interaction by the participants.
The speakers.
Hearing the speakers.
Hearing the stories of how their lives have changed.
To hear the returning citizen’s stories.
The close feeling and warm people.
Conversation.
Hearing everyone’s experiences and learning interesting facts about them as well.
Tattoo removal.
Hearing different people’s stories.
Talking to people I don’t know.
Company.
The speaker.
Everyone was friendly.
All—food, Q&A, guest speaker.
The conversations and hearing others’ stories.
The guest speaker.
Dinner talk.
Talking over dinner.
Perseverance.
Asking questions.
Culture, achievement, knowledge and personal point of view. Speaker was very good.

Support.
How to communicate with others.
How to organize.
How to dress for an interview.
Sharing.
Good handshake, don’t be afraid to talk.
When I leave my phone number, I do mention it twice and I write my number in the air.
Commit time for volunteering.
That God loves us all.
Organization.
Telling others about proper dining etiquette.
Being positive.
Just that everyone is to be respected.
Being more verbal with others.
Do what you say you are going to do.
Sharing, happy to meet new people, success.
I learned how to properly shake hands.
Good manners.
Mealtime discussion.
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17.
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19.
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3. What have you put into practice that you learned from past Wings For L.I.F.E
meetings?
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37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
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50.
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53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Get out of your comfort zone and break the ice.
Manners.
Passing to the left.
Pass food to the left, and how to have manners.
Encourage arts and sports, activities that cut stress.
Judgement/bias left at the door.
Positivity.
Manners.
Being vs doing; one is earned and one is unconditional; don’t mix the two.
Talk to everyone.
How to be precautious in the talk’s detectives or investigators can do to have you confess.
Sharing “WFL” with someone else—spreading the ministry.
Treat everyone with respect.
Remain silent during police interactions.
Use my contacts.
Better communication with others.
Ask if others need help, how to be kind to others and not judge them off of their 1st appearances and
to give more time and effort.
How to not judge any one from any background.
Being talkative while eating.
Appreciate my family more.
I put in what I learned from the past.
Talking to strangers is easier now.
Setting tables.
Conversations with people.
Share information---make people aware of Wings.
Mealtime discussion.
That I am in charge of my life.
Active listening.
Proper etiquette.
Talk to everyone.
Contribute to society.
Learn how to be more adult and responsible.
Being accepting.
Respect. Working hard. Praying. It’s never too late.
Showing up and appearance.
To love everyone.
You are responsible for you.
Talking to people.
The proper handshake.
Talk to everyone.
Together we are better.
Stay focused.
Chores and responsibilities.
You don’t have to buy new to have nice things. Shop at thrift stores, yard sales, etc.
I’ve started a budget.
Put others first.
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20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
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66. Be respectful, admit mistake, and tell the truth.
67. Everything is a learning opportunity.
68. To open up and meet new people.
69. Communication between family members at dinner.
70. Communication and trust.
71. Some of the ideas I’ve learned.
72. Diversity---the importance of.
73. Savings.
74. Being more understanding for people that have been to prison.
75. Talk with people---networking.
76. Always be open and learn from other’s experiences.
77. Be kind, be helpful.
78. Manners; pass to the left you’ll always be right.
79. The need to help others.
80. Be aware, be kind, and be helpful.
81. Always be helpful.
82. No judgement.
83. So many skills, lots of stuff.
84. Talking to strangers.
85. Family style dinner and the discussions.
86. Us as a whole.
87. My family: self-esteem, personal power, me: honesty, and responsibility,
88. Responsibility.
89. Self-esteem and personal power.
90. Dinners together.
91. Meeting new people.
92. To be more social.
93. Being helpful.
94. Be kind and learn from others.
95. People are great and to stay connected.
96. The parenting skills.
97. I have just been to two so far, but I have learned to trust God more.
98. I invite people to Wings and speak highly of Wings also.
99. People help strangers, so I can also help strangers. What-so-ever you do.
100.
Money management, job skills, leadership and positive motivation.
101.
Dinner discussions.
102.
This is my first meeting.
103.
Participating and respect.
104.
Parenting skills.
105.
Blank brain.
106.
Silverware placement.
107.
How to clear a table.
108.
First time at workshops.
109.
How to set up tables.
110.
Dinner together, talking about different topics.
111.
Dinner manners.
112.
Knowledge is Power.
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1. Yes, you get to hear new stories or information.
2. Yes because there are touchy subjects that we see every day in life.
3. Yes because you get to learn how to speak to different people.
4. Yes, you get to speak up.
5. Yes, how it helps me to be aware, and why I needed to hear it.
6. Yes, have different views.
7. Absolutely.
8. Learn other peoples’ ideas.
9. They are, you get to hear from others perspectives.
10. Very! It opens understanding.
11. Yes, information is power.
12. Yes, because it’s good to learn about new things.
13. Wings For LIFE for the future to come.
14. Yes, the number is limited, no clash of discussion.
15. Yes, we get to have our thoughts, concerns and stories which are insightful.
16. Yes, I am more aware of human trafficking.
17. Yes, it’s a wonderful way to learn about various programs available.
18. Yes, you get a different view of others, know and learn from others experiences.
19. Yes, I learn stuff every time I come.
20. Yes, takes me out of comfort zone.
21. Yes, because you get to learn new things and learn about whoever is sitting with you.
22. Makes me more talkative.
23. Yes, gets everyone to talk to someone new.
24. Yes, they are, because you get a different view from everyone at the table.
25. Yes, they help others with the same issues and they get to hear varying degrees of help topics within
the group.
26. Very much, people develop manners at the table—they need it.
27. Yes, learn how others think and others experiences.
28. Yes, it gives you good life skills.
29. Yes, get me to be open and comfortable.
30. Yes, very helpful because of different answers.
31. Yes, getting new ideas.
32. In some ways.
33. Yes, you get to meet kind people and get a diff
34. Yes, second thoughts on tattoos.
35. Always learn something.
36. Yes, we shared about habits, and meeting new people.
37. Yes because they help us learn more about each other.
38. Yes, they are great ice breakers. It gives talking points.
39. Yes because I heard different experiences of getting pulled over.
40. Different peoples perspectives.
41. Yes because you can get other points of views of others without being judged.
42. Yes, very helpful because you get to hear some ones input.
43. Yes, get to know other perspectives.
44. Very helpful, the info given really helps.

11

4. Are the discussion groups helpful? How? Why?
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45. Yes, I enjoyed the topic tonight.
46. Yes, sharing of information.
47. Yes, very knowledgeable.
48. Yes, get feelings out and talk about them with others. Sharing time.
49. Yes with the activities it really helps you put into reality how much feelings affect you.
50. You can learn from other people’s questions.
51. Yes. Help to know about your tablemates.
52. Yes we had many questions.
53. Yes because it helped me talk to people and I loved coming to this meeting and it was my first
meeting. (Returning citizen)
54. Yes very helpful.
55. Yes because it is easier to hold a conversation in small groups.
56. Always. One conversation leads to another.
57. Yes, good to be informed.
58. Yes, I can personally relate.
59. Learned proper table manners.
60. Yes, they are helpful especially with the guest speakers.
61. Sometimes---hard to hear.
62. Yes, very helpful because everyone has different answers and opinions.
63. I can relate to some topics. I am not alone in my struggles.
64. The info is very helpful.
65. Yes, hearing how the speakers have changed their lives gives me hope.
66. Yes because it shows how to never give up.
67. Yes because a lot of us have the same issues and the talker gives us advice.
68. Yes, it’s motivation to me because I just got out of jail.
69. They are helpful because I can be more grateful.
70. Yes, very inspiring.
71. Yes, the conversations relate to everyday life.
72. Encouraging.
73. Yes, they are helpful because I learned new things.
74. Yes, because the folks here have much wisdom to impart.
75. Yes, others ideas good.
76. Yes, helps people get to know each other.
77. Yes, get new perspectives and learn from each other.
78. Yes, we learn new things or are refreshed on prior knowledge.
79. Yes, because they help.
80. Yes, to hear how to get kids to help more.
81. Yes, you can see the variation of perspectives.
82. Yes, all very helpful.
83. Yes, learned manners.
84. Yes.
85. Yes, because I get many views from people who live differently.
86. Yes, allows people to share ideas.
87. Yes, for the people that need it.
88. I don’t know yet it’s my first visit.
89. Yes, allows for different perspectives.
90. Yes, makes me more prepared.
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91. Yes, I could use these table manners when I’m out.
92. Yes, I learned things about others.
93. Yes, networking.
94. Yes, sharing experiences in life is educational and rewarding.
95. Yes, hearing others share about how volunteerism can lead to jobs.
96. Yes, very interesting.
97. Yes because helps others see different points of view.
98. Yes, get information.
99. Yes, because you learn something new and you meet new people.
100. Yes, makes you more comfortable meeting people.
101. Eye opening experience.
102. Yes, they are enjoyable.
103. Yes, they are educational.
104. Yes, it gives everyone an opportunity to speak and voice their opinions.
105. Yes, good to meet new people.
106. Yes, interesting to hear different view- points.
107. Yes, getting to know others.
108. Yes.
109. Yes, just to open the conversation and learn things about people.
110. Yes, get others ideas.
111. Yes, very helpful because of the different answers.
112. Yes, you get to meet kind people or get a different perspective that people may have for you.
113. Yes, I can relate to it.
114. Respect and loyalty.
115. There is order to the craziness.
116. Honesty and responsibility.
117. Very helpful, because of different answers.
118. Discussions are helpful.
119. Sometimes not everyone others to participate.
120. Yes for the experience and practice.
121. Yes, gives you some insight on people met on the topic discussion.
122. Yes, very positive exchange.
123. Yes, always learn something new.
124. Yes, to share ideas.
125. They are helpful, I like hearing the speakers.
126. Very helpful because we hear from people who have been through it all.
127. Yes, they give different perspectives.
128. Yes, they help me learn new and interesting ways to solve problems because it’s a very fun and
intriguing experience to learn something new every day.
129.
Very helpful. Different responses.
130. The discussion groups are a great way to better understand your peers.
131. Yes, to get to know people.
132. Yes, have people warm up to each other especially if we don’t know each other.
133. Yes, sharing experiences.
134. Yes to learn and teach.
135. Yes, it was good to hear others’ insight on the topic.
136. Yes, you can apply them right away.

137.
138.
139.
140.

Yes because we get to state our points of view.
Yes. Helps me prepare for a future job interview.
Yes, because different answers.
Yes—joint discussion.
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1. Open to anything!
2. Budgeting.
3. How to get someone to talk to you and lessons for you.
4. Getting out of jail.
5. Child care.
6. Skills.
7. Cognitive thinking.
8. To be blessed for the future to come.
9. What can we do to help our city?
10. Drug problems in NM with youth and adults.
11. NACL and LBGTQ diversity.
12. Addictions.
13. Things to do with family to bring them closer.
14. How to make your relationship with your family stronger.
15. How to start an organization.
16. Being a better parent.
17. Income and food assistance.
18. How to freeze foods.
19. Compassion which makes us want to change and who are we really changing for?
20. Talking about my past.
21. Harm reduction.
22. How inmates get effected emotionally and physically by being where they end up.
23. About crime reporting.
24. Discrimination, stereotypes.
25. What makes a person commit crime?
26. Help building/restoring family relationships.
27. Parole guidelines.
28. Personal hygiene and how to get an affordable education to get a good job.
29. Health, how to keep yourself healthy.
30. More about prisoners.
31. Ways of helping with different matters like sexual abuse.
32. Medicaid reimbursement.
33. Why does the mayor get paid so much?
34. What it’s like to raise grandchildren, I lost my daughter to death.
35. College support for recovering addicts.
36. Depression.
37. Sex trafficking.
38. How prison effects your whole family.
39. Ladies—proper manicure for jobs.
40. Life experience.
41. Interfacing with “corrections”.
42. Anger management.
43. Dressing for interviews.

14

5. What topics would you like to address in future meetings?

44. Resolving conflicts by taking turns to talk.
45. How people should dress for interviews, for example appropriate make-up and hair styles.
46. Personal life.
47. Social topics.
48. How to develop personal boundaries. How to deal with conflict.
49. Specifically senior-related job opportunities.
50. Savings and jobs.
51. What things are most important and why.
52. Housing – low income.
53. Ex’s and sharing children.
54. Substance abuse treatments.
55. About God in your life.
56. Careers.
57. MADD, and the Red Cross, what do they do?
58. Food storage---frozen.
59. Employment.
60. Resume building, basic set-up for example.
61. Invite representatives of metro and district court pre-trial services.
62. Repeat the various topics.
63. How people have gotten out of prison.
64. Drug and alcohol abuse.
65. Food storage.
66. I would like to address reasons why children act out when parents go to jail.
67. Everything. I’m excited to talk about everything.
68. Open to ideas.
69. Would like to hear this speaker again.
70. What is official system of inmate placement and how are “levels” set?
71. Family qualities.
72. Mentorship.
73. Resume building or help with interviews.
74. How to deal with family loss.
75. Food storage.
76. Family support for incarcerated loved ones.
77. Senior employment tips.
78. Assets #22 and #36 (‘Outcomes’).
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1. Everything seems up to par.
2. More open dialogue. Not only on the topic but maybe what the table chooses.
3. More people.
4. If you attended Wings for 6 months, receive a pin.
5. Nothing. It takes practice to improve when teaching.
6. It’s nice here.
7. Earning name tag after 6 months.
8. None I think it’s awesome.
9. I think it’s great the way it is.
10. You are pretty organized.
11. I like it the way it is.
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6. What improvements or changes would you suggest to make Wings For L.I.F.E a
better program?
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7. I come to Wings for L.I.F.E because:
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12. More activities.
13. Helping.
14. Resource lists for felons like apartments or jobs.
15. More clothes for men and fund raisers.
16. Nothing, it was very helpful for me.
17. Letting people know that your life can change.
18. Organization efforts.
19. Availability.
20. I like it the way Ann is running it.
21. None, this program is amazing.
22. I like it.
23. Have the event sponsored or publicized on a wider spectrum to have more people join.
24. None that I can think of—Ann is doing a great job.
25. Nothing, keep up the good work.
26. 30 minutes longer.
27. More time to speak with others.
28. I was so clear when I was here at the meeting.
29. Nothing currently, keep doing great things, it’s amazing.
30. Add locations on the NW side.
31. Cutting dinner shorter to have more time.
32. Using the microphone could improve the level of sound.
33. Outside activities, switch up topics.
34. Everything is wonderful.
35. More outreach, new families.
36. The program is awesome.
37. Activities or games for the kids family when their locked up.
38. Everything is great.
39. Know your rights.
40. I’ll think more about it.
41. When a question is asked by a parent, it should be discussed with the group because someone else
may have the same question or problem but not be willing to voice it.
42. More protein, vegetables, and fruit for dinner, too much carbohydrates.
43. No not at this time.
44. Nothing, everything is great.
45. Have more time for dinner conversation.
46. None, I think it’s perfect.
47. Let people be free, less rules.
48. I think it’s awesome.
49. More trips.
50. No improvements.
51. It’s all good.
52. None, the program improves more and more with each and every meeting.
53. You guys do a good job already.
54. No changes.
55. Have more fun kids’ classes.
56. Outreach.

1. With a facility.
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2. I’m in NMWRA and that’s one of the places where they send us.
3. I like to hear the speakers and meet people.
4. I am a proud volunteer.
5. Volunteer and meet new people.
6. I enjoy the fellowship with other people.
7. They are my family.
8. I was in prison for 20 years, in and out, ex-gang member.
9. Work.
10. I want to get over my anxiety.
11. I’m here for recovery.
12. I enjoy it, also meeting people.
13. It is very insightful.
14. It is a privilege at NMWRA and to learn proper etiquette.
15. We all should serve because it’s the Godly and right thing to do.
16. My colleagues spoke highly about this organization.
17. It is a privilege at NMWRA and I like to learn new things.
18. Because I feel it would benefit me when I get out of rehab.
19. AGRC.
20. To bring my clients.
21. My granddaughter can learn karate and see her best friend. And meet new people.
22. I get to know people, and the food when there is none at home. How meetings are run.
23. I love this ministry and the people coming.
24. Work, but I enjoy it.
25. Support and community service.
26. Serenity Mesa.
27. I like to hear people’s stories so I could relate to it.
28. To volunteer.
29. It’s good for the family and community.
30. My fiancé is in prison.
31. I value Wings For LIFE.
32. I was a guest of an intern,
33. I get to talk to adults.
34. I have loved ones in jail.
35. Outreach/networking—keeps me from staying home alone.
36. I enjoy sharing my story to help others.
37. I am a proud volunteer.
38. I would like to help others.
39. I enjoy every bit of everything that goes on—or being said.
40. I am a CNM intern.
41. To volunteer.
42. A friend introduced me to the program.
43. I have my fiancé, father of my children in the Hobbs’ facility.
44. It was a life shift.
45. I want to volunteer to help make a difference in these people’s lives and family.
46. I am doing a community service project for DECA.
47. It’s important for my child to learn and interact with others.
48. My cousin and uncle are in jail.
49. I wanted to contribute into the society.
50. I believe in what Wings does.
51. To help out and stay plugged in.
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52. I learn a lot.
53. I have a lot of questions to ask about my son.
54. I love to talk with people and also with Ann.
55. It’s part of my programming.
56. Good program—good people.
57. I’m needing support.
58. I like it and learn from it.
59. I enjoy the program.
60. It inspires me to help others as well as myself.
61. I like to learn new things and a better way of life.
62. Life assistance.
63. I want to earn my wings.
64. It brings me strength.
65. It’s an amazing environment.
66. I like to help.
67. I like the topics and speakers.
68. Suggestions.
69. To meet new people and every week the topic of discussion is always different.
70. To be helpful to my granddaughter and my daughter—by love.
71. Meet other people.
72. I feel I am contributing.
73. I love the program and I love the interaction.
74. My daughter’s big now.
75. Invited.
76. It makes me feel better.
77. I want to learn new ways of life.
78. I love what you do.
79. I’m a service learning student from CNM.
80. It’s an opportunity to learn.
81. To support my aunt.
82. I’m at a center and we were set to come.
83. It’s part of my programming.
84. I’m with NMWRA.
85. I enjoy the program and fellowship.
86. For the awesome topics and speakers. Fellowship.
87. It always makes me feel better.
88. Ann spoke to a group at our church.
89. I like it.
90. To support my fiancé.
91. I like talking with others outside of the rehab.
92. To learn things I did not know and community support.
93. Volunteer.
94. I wanted to.
95. Enjoy the company and people.
96. I am volunteering through my school.
97. Volunteer.
98. Volunteer for class.
99. NMWRA.
100. CNM field practice.
101. I enjoy meeting new people, learning new skills, and finding support for my family.
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To be part of a community.
I like encouraging people.
Support, always learning new things.
Ann is a real motivator.
Required service learning hours for class.
I admire the people. I like what the program stands for.
I feel more social.
I need to meet new people for employment options.
Because I like the topics.
Enjoy the Monday night meetings, like meeting new people.
Am supporting a loved one.
To volunteer.
I want to help.
It’s a great thing to do.
I enjoy meeting new people and sharing what I learned from Wings and my past.
Learn new things every week.
I need 45 hours and I want to learn.
I respect the program and what it stands for and what it does for families.
I want to learn about ways I can help people and encourage others.
To support a loved one.
School and because I want to give back and help.
Family member is at Clayton, NENMC/2.
They are informative.
AGRC worker.
AGRC.
I learn new things every week.
I learn stuff/like to go.
I want to learn to help returning citizens.
I am a volunteer.
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1. Maybe down the road.
2. No I am very resourceful.
3. I make time to help others not live the criminal life.
4. I’m going back home to Las Cruces for my daughter, if you could pray for us to be reunited.
5. Part-time job,
6. We would like CYFD certified parenting classes at NMWRA.
7. Talking about my problems at AGRC. Thank you.
8. Food box.
9. Job info.
10. I’m alive and well, thank God! Thanks!
11. How to start my own program.
12. Concerns with an incarcerated loved one.
13. Clothes, Deirson Charities. Please, I came with no clothes.
14. Job opportunities—list of jobs/housing for felons with families.
15. Finding a pain doctor.
16. Employment when I leave the rehab.
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8. Is there anything specifically we can help you with right now? How can we contact
you?

17. No but thank you.
18. Food.
19. Yes, dog food.
20. Employment and clothing.
21. Everything is helping.
22. Transitioning back into society and helping people and youth in the community.
23. Where may I get inexpensive children’s books to submit to FATHERS ARE READERS?
24. I’ll come back.
25. How to deal with my dad’s death.
26. Food for our family.
27. Help me get the Santa Fe job.
28. Job referrals.

9. Do you have any questions concerning probation or parole supervision?
1. Yes, when court lets out do you need to find your own probation officer?
2. Just to go back home to get my daughter.
3. No but would love to learn more about it.
4. No, but that would be nice to have—questions.
5. Yes, who was my sons’ public defender in his case?
6. None right now but I’m taking classes at CNM to become a parole officer.
7. Always.
8. How do the people on house arrest attend Wings?
9. No, I have never been arrested.
10. Yes, I’m open to helping youth. That would be a dream come true.
11. Not yet!! But most likely as time goes on.
12. Clarify drawbacks of early release—NO traffic stop.
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1. Yes, for my family looking for job.
2. I worked at Silel for over 3 years for first time in life I’ve had a legal job. I’m 52, that’s long.
3. New vocabulary “confirmation basis”.
4. How can my son find employment as a felon? Who hires seniors?
5. No issues but would like to know what companies are hiring and interview process.
6. Not at this time.
7. Yes, looking for work.
8. Unemployment.
9. Employment for 55+ citizens.
10. Prior to release, how to identify willing employers.
11. Most employers where I am from address the hair colors and make-up.
12. What jobs will hire felons.
13. Yes. How you can open your own business. If you can’t get hired anywhere, hire yourself. Men:
hand wash car wash and define. Women: home cook, cookie baker.
14. How to get a job on probation or parole.
15. Who hires the elderly for serious jobs?
16. Employers who hire felons.
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10. Are there any employment issues you would like to discuss?

17. Tried to education behind bars. Is there a plan to reinforce the ladder climbing skills at windmill
farm?
18. Yes, I’m looking for a job in hotel business.
19. Wanting state job.
20. Senior employment.
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29.

1% of human trafficking people are rescued.
10-15,000 human trafficking people in NM (homeless youth, social services touches).
8 beds in Albuquerque—dedicated beds to trafficking people. 6 beds in Santa Fe.
Homeless youth; within 48 hours will be propositioned to be human trafficking.
“Shared Hope” evaluates each state to review how they deal with children.
Issues in NM – 2 interstates and Mexican border.
Build strong family unity.
Street based prostitution—Central; Wyoming to San Mateo.
On line ads, Craigslist, different hotels.
Strip clubs, Asian massage parlors; promised great jobs to come to America—in-debt-bondage.
Prevention and harm reduction are key.
Middle age, middle class, stay at homes highest % of people who are overdosing.
NM--#8 in country in overdose deaths.
A person released from jail or prison is 12 times more likely to die from an overdose.
Good Samaritan Law.
If you leave, put them on their side after giving them narcam then call 911. If you must leave the
person, wait until you hear the sirens.
4mg of narcam and get 2 in one box.
If no narcam, do rescue breathing.
You do not need a prescription to get, about $75 for 2 vials of narcam.
2 Truck stops; Flying J, TA at University.
How a child becomes a trafficking victim.
DMST-Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking:
 Pimp - sexual brokenness of some kind. 95% of all victims have been molested as a child.
 Low Income - struggling students that are looking for something “other than” mentality—
prince charming comes along-isolating them from school, friends, etc.
 Gang related model – sexual brokenness, family in crisis (gang becomes the “family” to
the child” and family controlled trafficking.
How to identify victims: Get to know them, strange behaviors- paid attention to odd things.
Points of contact: Call police even 911 if immediate need. 505-Get-Free.
Favorite memories from past holidays; wrap small presents in big box and hide parts of it,
scavenger hunt for presents and special visits from friends.
Special ways to celebrate the holidays with an incarcerated loved one; phone calls to whole
families, make a special visit,
For loved ones in prison gift package lists are good and books.
Other traditions for the holidays; in the future give more coupons and more photos, pj ideas and
books.
Favorite memories from past Christmas’s would be; the cats loves Christmas trees, pilgrims and
Indians first turkey meal, first birthday party at 16 years old, birthdays on tax day, celebrate
instead of worrying about tax return,
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Additional Comments:
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Favorite memories from past Christmas’s would be; grandpa burning the cookies, making tamales
with grandma, dad baked turkey in the bag of seasoning, and baking at grandma’s house,
snowboarding.
Special ways to celebrate the holidays with a loved one in detention would be to visit them, send
a letter or have a speaker phone call.
Gift ideas for incarcerated loved ones could be to make a video and show it during a visit, write
poems, kids write a story, gift cards and care packages.
Favorite memories from past Christmas’s would be; luminarios, homemade cookies, Santa
Clause cooking, menudo, pigs feet, people traveling, New Year’s Eve celebration, going to sleep
early, play games, sleep in church for New Year’s.
Other traditions for the holidays; cherish every moment you have.
Favorite memories from past Christmas’s would be; playing in the snow and making things
together.
I worked at Silel for over 3 years for first time in life I’ve had a legal job. I’m 52, that’s long.
Holding door/gender neutral.
Elevator etiquette.
Paying for the meal if you were invited.
Standing to greet/elderly client.
Shaking hands.
Nice to ask if you can carry something.
When in doubt, ask.
“Blue Lights in Your Mirror” speaker Tim Cornish: When stopped by police pull over calmly and
drive into a safe area that is not blocking traffic.
Keep your hands in sight by placing them out the window or in the air.
Lower car windows and turn on lights if at night.
Write accurate notes about the stop because it may be a long time before your case is heard.
False confessions—often an expert can get someone to confess to something they didn’t do.
Say politely “I’d like to talk to my attorney”.
ABQ Drug Testing; court system, custody, business.
Consecutive vs concurrent; do time for each charge vs all charges run together.
Sentencing guidelines—Judges consider;
Statutes say……,
History and background of individuals
What rehabilitation will be for each person?
How to give fair sentence to all individuals with same charges
Criminal history.
Alternatives to spanking; time out, not more than 1 min per year of life, boring, safe, never in a
closet or basement, temporary isolation should be boring and not in the room, take away toys,
have them focus on something else, lose privileges, patience with children, write about what you
did wrong, get close to them, calming music, grounding—age appropriate, never longer than a
week, loss of privileges; a privilege is right granted by a parent, privileges can be tv, playing with a
toy or riding a bike, parental disappointment, restitution-pay back-make right or wrong, ignoring
if annoying or harmless. Idea—jar of glitter, turn over, when glitter all over, time out is over.
Behavior you pay attention to is the behavior you will get.
Praise good behavior.
Parents never ignore behavior that causes harm to others.
You can’t do this but I want you to do…..
“They should know better.” They need to be taught the appropriate behavior.
Get rid of stress; regular exercise, improve your diet, listen to your body—tension in parts of
your body, you can’t sleep, learn relaxation techniques, sleep 7/8 hours a night, mental
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approaches---new attitude, increase of self-worth, set realistic expectations, keep positive
outlook, improve communication skills, leave work at work, get organized—to do lists in desk,
car, room.
Social approaches; support network, social life, find humor.
Conversation starters; School/college—where? Always connects. Hobbies, past experiences,
where do you work? What do you do? Compliments—clothes, jewelry, what brings you to
Wings? New packet, names, ask open ended questions, where are you from? Native American
tribes, animals, and programs you watch.
Rules of my house; take your shoes off at the door, or wipe your feet, no elbows on the table,
don’t chew with your mouth open, no books or phones allowed at the table, ask to be excused
from the dinner table if not everyone is finished, clean up after yourself, no friends allowed in the
house unless you get permission, no feet up on the chairs/table, say please and thank you, help
with chores and anything that needs help with, if your room isn’t clean you can’t have sleepovers
or get to do fun crafts, put your dishes in the sink/dishwasher. (Or unhappy mother). Clean your
room or things get tossed, put your dirty clothes by the washing machine, or do it yourself or
you don’t have clothes to wear.
Alternative to discipline; get phone or book taken away, time out (little kids), get sent to room,
no tv/video games, if you don’t eat your veggies than no dessert, no allowance, grounded, yelled
at, bad grades/get in trouble at school if work isn’t turned in or you procrastinate and do a bad
job.
Was great thank you and God bless.
I am so glad to have picked Wings For LIFE for my community service plan.
Great job. I love coming and helping out so keep it up.
25,000 cases a year with 100 attorneys. 1,000 felony cases.
Victim Advocates important—staff of only 500.
Volunteer victim advocates.
2016—61 homicides.
2017- 50 homicides to date (Aug).
Armed robberies up 100%.
Need to focus on the most violent offender.
Think about ways you can help young people.
MDC biggest mental health provider in the state.
My obligation is to keep people safe.
Change Medicaid reimbursement to help those who are mentally ill.
Adverse childhood events usually causes future incarceration.
PSR=Pre-sentence report.
They have versions of the Scared Straight Program using restorative justice.
What is the DA’s primary job?
Do you travel a lot in or out of state?
Is your family supportive of your work?
Bonding discussion,
Do court systems work together or are their clashes?
What did you do pre DA?
What about charges for those who are mentally ill?
Why do you think there is a 100% increase in crime?
60 Minutes—Cook County Jail Program.
What are some of the resources you personally like to use in regards to helping with addiction
instead of incarceration?
Bench trial means the judge makes the final decision.
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Jury trials means the judge keeps everything running smoothly but the jury makes the final
decision.
Urge you to ask for a jury trial.
“Ceiling of Record”.
If you can read it, you can do it.
Thank you.
If you can read it, you can learn it.
Be the master of your soul.
Be the master of your fate.
You can’t do anything, so why live there.
Living in the past produces depression.
Now is the time to make plans for the future.
But living in the future could produce anxiety, so live today, it is the present.
Active listening—unnatural process, repeat what they said then you validate each other.
Two men look through prison bars; one saw mud, one saw a star.
“As is” if I want to do something act as if I have already done it.
Have real goals, if I can read it I can do it.
Forgiveness is a gift we give ourselves.
Do not live in the past, living in the past produces depression.
This minute is all I have, what am I going to do with it?
We don’t change, we just make different decisions.
Jobs-If you’re not going to put in the effort, lower your standard of living.
Know where you want to be at, where you want to live.
Who you know as well as what you know is important.
Sacrificing to education is the most important thing. If you want to be there, you have to be
there.
Investigative, realistic, enterprising, social, artistic.
Calculating expenses monthly and yearly has a greater impact at expenditures.
Needs: housing, medical, transportation, food, clothing, insurance, hygiene, money –Want:
entertainment, tutor, internet.
I like to draw because it makes me feel better and helps me concentrate.
Resources for food, housing, and blankets.
Reading: when I was a child I hated to read. As I get older I read at least 2 hours a day.
Engaging in literature and books you are interested in.
Reading gives us the opportunity to dream about places you like.
Learn from parents to read—teaches vocabulary skills.
Reading fun---get in character, sing, and make sounds.
The more you read, the better vocabulary you will have.
Reading in front yard caused neighbors to read.
How to make reading fun, stories from elders.
Only visited a bookstore when they got older.
Start home library.
Teach a young child how to open a book, while building a bond and strong readers.
Teaching your child they have value by spending time with them while reading.
85% of brain architecture develops in the child by 5.
Can help with inviting representatives of metro and district court.
Unsecured bond—judge sets bond but basically getting out with unsecured bond. Also no
mechanism in place to collect money!!!!
When released must report to pre-trial services, many do not know this step.
No criminal history—should be able to get out on ROR (release on recognizance),
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Surety bond—10% of bail.
14 bonding companies in Albuquerque, 160 bonding companies in New Mexico. Go to their
offices and meet with the bonding agent.
If an individual keeps repeating the same crime, may look at case-per-case to decide if she/he
should provide bonding. May say no to a bonding request if questionable background/family.
Licensed to bond all over the country.
Property bond: very rare but can be done.
Takes 6-8 hours typically to get someone out.
Bonding clerk at MDC on duty 24 hours every day.
Returning citizens; I do a job like it’s my house, and I do the best I can. Have the attitude “I can
do anything”.
Positive view of the future, so important.
Returning citizen, but it’s such a small part of my home life.
When you bring your A game to the table, nothing else matters.
Because of or in spite of, I’m going to do my best. I’m going to be the best possible me I can be
today.
You can say “I wish” but you have to do more to actually do what you want.
Failure = going back to hanging out with their old friends.
WFL – take part in worthwhile programs. Wings, church, counseling and have to feel like you’re
valued and have to contribute to society. I knew I needed an education and I knew that I
needed to learn to be a good communicator. I wrote 3 letters a day and told them I didn’t want
them to forget them.
Family- I had to put my family back together. My son—I wasn’t able to see him for over a year.
We were both put in counseling and then put together in counseling so now we can talk about
everything. I’m involved in my church and now I have a “new family”. You have to get involved
in the community. I wasn’t able to get support from my family so I found others to support me
and now I can be a support for others.
Unique characteristics/individual i.e. Iris, ears, lip print, tongue, voice, toe print, thumb print,
teeth, retina, and gait, the way one walks.
“Wemagination” – how to use recycled items.
Yes, need clothing.
Most red ink has mercury in it.
“Removal” does not remove the ink. The laser breaks the ink down so it can be removed.
Business card tatt takes 10 seconds when trying to remove it. Feels like a bacon splatter or
shock.
Ice your skin and machine that blows 30 below C to allow “comfortable” removal.
Colored inks (red and blue) usually cause more recovery. Black ink more gentle on the tissue.
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Be on time.
Bring business cards.
Be prepared.
Silence your smart phone at office site.
Have a positive attitude.
Look people in the eye/smile.
Good listener/good participant.
Don’t eat during meetings.
Avoid nervous habits.
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Jobs

10. Follow through on action items.
11. Always say thanks.
12. Put on your “Sunday best” regardless of the job you are applying for.
13. Never count yourself out—most have transferrable skills, even from childhood.
14. By the time a job gets listed in the newspaper, it is usually already filled.
15. Looking for a job—should spend 6 hours a day looking for a job.
16. Preparation—fulfill expectations—reliability. Preparation—presence—expectation—responsibility.
17. I know where I am supposed to be. At the end of the day, I’ve done exactly what was expected of
me.
18. What if the boss doesn’t like you?
19. How do you be real and please the boss?
20. Where to work—felon.
21. Your friends reflect who you are on Facebook—be careful.
22. Dress for the job.
23. It’s putting on your “Sunday clothes” every day.
24. Why should I hire you over the last person?”
25. Always portray yourself in best light.
26. How are you going to help me make money for my company?
27. Follow up the next day.
28. Looking for a job—you have a job looking for a job, going to job fairs.
29. Reliability: following through; being trusted; I kept my end of the deal; I showed up; you’re there;
responsibility; deadline—be prepared to work overtime in necessary; preparation; presence; fulfilling
expectation.
30. On Facebook, set strongest privacy setting that you can.
31. Know your strengths and weaknesses.
32. Insurance/retirement…none if part time.
33. I’m friendly, capable.
34. Call you when job is available.
35. Car washes, fast food.

Mistakes on Resumes:
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Typos and grammatical errors.
Not following directions.
Not prepared in advance
Not “selling” yourself in skills area
Not tailored to position.
It takes 5 to 10 applications to generate one interview.
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